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New observatory will
let students see stars
by•JENNIFER LINDSTROM
Contributing writer

.

The UCF community can
look at the skies through the second largest telescope in Florida
due to the opening of a new observatory.
The Robinson Observatory,
located on Neptune Drive (across
from the UCF police station), Wj:tS·
open on selected dates throughout
the summer semesters. The observatory was closed for the month of
August to c~ean one of the lenses.
The observatory first opened
for public viewing on May 14,
1996, and will re-open this month.
According to UCF Astronomy Professor, Dr. Nadine
Barlow, the addition to the university is just the beginning of many
plans to make the astronomy and
physics program even stronger.
"The observatory is an excellent way to gel students and
members of the community interested and ex.cited about as-

.

tronomy," Barlow said.
Barlow has been working to
strengthen the astronomy division
of the physics department since
December, when she joined the
UCF faculty. She is a professional astronomer and previously
worked at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. Barlow's
experience includes galaxy and
comet data research.
The opening of the observatory makes a two-year combined
effort of the university and the
Central Florida Astronomical Society.
Members of the CFLAS
fou'ld the 26 inch lens in a storage
room at the University of Florida
where it had remained for two
decades. Most colleges in Florida
have 14 inch lens telescopes .
Depending on atmospheric
conditions, the new UCF telescope
will be able to view galaxies, planets and nebula clearly in the East.
For information about viewing, call (407) . 823-2805~

Students get a chance to LEAD
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM
Contributing writer

'

•

One UCFprogram puts incoming freshmen in the lead. The UCF
LEAD Scholar's Program is an organization that successfully completed
it's first year in 19%.
LEAD Scholars are students
who come to UCF with experience
and interest in leadership, scholarship
and service. LEAD supports and enhanceseachstudent'sendeavorin these
areas during their first two years ofcollege. Thisyearthereare 151 freshmen in LEAD.
Application to the LEAD program is open to first-year students.
Admission is based on a student's
academic records, extra-curricular activities, community service, letters of
recommendation and a written statement of interest regarding the
program's goals.
The LEAD program, established in 1995, is the only one of its
kind in the state university system.
'The Lead Scholar's Program
is a way to get a group of top high
school students and give them an opportunity to become an effective and
motivational part of UCF," says Program ~oordinator Jan Lloyd.
lEADstudentsbecomeamember of a team made up of faculty and

staff from various departments, and
involved alumni. As a group, they
work together on the program's three
focal points: leadership, scholarship
and service.
Students learn leadership skills
through a series of monthly seminars
on critical issues of leadership presented by guest facilitators each semester. Students also gain leadership
skills in the LEAD Scholars Association, the official student club comprised of those scholars fostering the
development and empowennent for
LEAD.
It also serves as the "board of
directors" for the committees within
the association. Committees that students participate in are: technology,
video, activities, Leadership Week,
service, Notable Knights, mentoring
and assistantships. LEAD Scholars
complete one-credit hour seminar
courses each term while in the program. The Division of Enrolhnent
and Academic Services teams with
the university's five colleges to provide further enrichment in these areas.
The course provides a foundation for the student to understand and
experienceleadershipthroughtheperspective of the various disciplines
across the five colleges, while enhancing the academic growth and individual development of future leaders.

Since commitment to service
is a vital componentofleadership, all
LEAD scholars participate in volunteer programs that contribute to the
community as a whole. Second-year
scholars will participate in service
learning experiences involving their
intended majors or areas of interest.
Additionally, LEAD Scholars
are eligible for a number of benefits
including on-campus housing with
other LEAD Scholars, special class
scheduling privileges, official notation on student transcripts, technology link with otherscholarsand graduation recognition.
As an obligation to the program, students must maintain a cumulative 3.0 grade point average and
satisfactorily complete the Foundations of Leadership courses.
They are also required to become an active member in the student
organization, accumulate 24 credit
hours by each spring tenn, participate
in LEAD sponsored programs, develop a LEAD professional portfolio
and join on other organizations each
year.
''LEAD Scholars has made me
more assertive," says LEAD Scholar
Sunita Modani. "This year I have
learned to prioritize my time and I
havemetagroupofpeoplethatlreally
enjoy working with."
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The observatory's re-opening will offer up new galaxies to UCF.
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UNDER THE BRIDGE:

ROCK N' ROLL:

Bridge classes will be starting
Monday, September 9th and continuing through December. The
classes are sponsored by the
American Contract Bridge
League and are being held in the
Student Center, room 2111 between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.

Bob Stormcrow Sanders is appearing at Java Jabbers across
from UCF in the UC? plaza on

INVESTORS EXPO '96:

Think of it as Relationship 101.

a Week!

Sept. 3, and Sept. I 0 at 9 p.m.

FOR YOUR HEART:
On Sept. 22 the American Heart
Association will present the 1996
Metro Orlando Healthy Choice
American Heart Walk along with
Florida Hospital at Lake Eola
beginning at 7:30 a.m. For more
information about taking a walk
in the park, please call 843-1330.

•

The nation's largest and most important conference on investing
presented by the National Association of Investors Corporation
(NAIC). Visit representatives
from more than 150 of America's
leading publicly traded compa- FOR YO' MAMA:
nies. Attend FREE educational If you are interested in writing for
seminars presented by nationally- the 21st Century, then hop on our
renowned experts. For more info, · cyberwaves and surf the net here
call Buena Vista Palace Hotel in at The Central Florida Future.
the Walt Disney Village (407) We are actively looking for
knowledgable people to be our
897-2661.
internet writers. You will learn
cool things. Call 823-8054 and
SAVE A LIFE:
ask for Pete Matchett.
On Saturday, September 7 from 8
a.m. until noon Columbia CenFOR ROCKERS:
tral Florida Division will offer
Music Search '96 is looking for
CPR Community Training. The
some
serious rockers. Please subHeart Saver Course will cover
mit
a
three
song cassette no later
adult one man CPR and choking,
than Sept. 30 and get a chance to
prudent heart living and risk facwin a production deal. Interested
tors. For more information, call
parties should call 1 (888) 8MU1-800-COLUMBIA.
SIC8.

SpringDaddy RHAPSODY:

5Nights

•

All that is good and all that is
right, that's what we're selling ...
and you know it's tight. Just send
$3.00and postage to 11875 High
TechAvenue,Orlando,FL,32817
for your free sample of the White
Bread on the rnic ... Or call 8238054, ext. 61...boooy!

HURRICANE D:
If you ain't runnin' to the beach
for that fat daddy hurricane this
silly weekend... somewhere
around 13th street in Cocoa
Beach, then listen up on AM radio to the storm that Daunte· and
crew drops on South Carolina.
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ComputerPro, In·c.
Call (407) 977-0678 ·
• 100 MHz Pentium complete system under $1,000.00
•CD-ROM upgrade, lOx speed
• MEMORY upgrade 16 MB UNDER $100.00, also
EDO RAM, SDRAM.
• C:fU upgrade, turn your slow 486 to ultra/ast 133
MHz586
• Natural keyboard under $70.00
• 33.6 Modem, 200 MHz Pentium Pro Motherboard
upgrade, Network Card, Printer, Hard Drive,
Internet Telephone, Monitor and MORE.
• MS NT 4.0 Server/Workstation.

COMPLETE SERVICES ...
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION...
BEST VALUE ...
ComputerPro, Inc.
300 W. Mitchell Hammock Road, Suite 8
. Oviedo, FL 32765

Tel: (407)977-0678 FAX: (407)977-8006
*all prices, availability, specifications are subject to change without
notice, not responsible for any typographical errors.
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Monday & Tuesday
8:00 am - 10:00 pm
. Wednesday & Thursday
8:00 am - 8:00 pm
Friday
8:00 am -·4:00 pm
Sunday
2:00pm - 12:00 midnight

Stop by for FREE tutoring, study
skills help, and CLAST Prep.
You wanted it. You got it. New extended
hours. just look for us behind
the RED Door! .

For more information call 823-5130
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IT'S COllEGE MONTH ... FREE ADMISSION TO THUNDER EVERY THURSDAY IN SEPTEMBER
•
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THE WET ~~ct THUNDER SHIRf' CONTESTII
~~~ FUNI ~~~ TIMEI ~~~1111
II

.,

ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

•

1108 South Orange Blossom Trail• Orlando FL• (407)843-2934
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED .
9
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SPECIAL

Intel Pentium 1DBMhz
'"82MBRAM
1.3 GI Hard drlle
1M Ml RIPPY drtva
BICD·RIM
H.IFal/M1d1m
Mlnttewer

$899

---- - -

BACI< TO SCHOOL
i

[&JI

~

AMD 5116·133Mhz
11 •• RAii
1.8 IB Hard dr1V1
1.44 MB RIPPY drive
41CD·ROM
14.4 Fax/M1d1m
MlnhlWlr

Sound Cards
starting at

$39·

$899

ax CD-ROM
~sfl®~

$1999

~

800 MB

II@!@ (j{J(](§j{jl] ~!P<E<E@! I

o-Cyrix 686-166 MHz
o-32 mb ram
o-2 mb diamond stealth video memory
o-2.0 gigabyte hard drive
o-1 .44 mb floppy drive
o-8X cd-rom drive
o-16 bit sound card w/speakers
o-33.6 high speed fax/modem
o-15" svga monitor
o-104 key windows 95 keyboard
a-Microsoft compatible mouse
a-Windows 95 (pre-installed)

Tape Backup

$153

CALL : (407) 6n-7911

2304 B Winter Woods Blvd.

2nd light

•

Alafaya Trail

UI

I Another

i]Amazing
Deal II!

•Steal fl!

"Intel Pentium 133 MHz
"32MBRAM
:2 MB Diamond Stealth
Video tnemol')·
"2.0 Gigabyte Hard drive
*1.44 MB Floppy drive
"8X CD-ROM
"16 bit Sound Card
w/speakers
"33.6 high speed
Fax/Modem
"'15" SVGA Monitor
"'104 Key Windows 95
Keyboard
"Microsoft Compatible
Mouse
"Windows 95(pn-lnstalled)

1ntal Pentium 166 MHz
*32MBIAM
·2 MB Diamond Slaallh Video
memarv
·2.0 Glaablla Hard drive
...A4MBRDPPV
"'BXCD-IDM
.... bit Sound Card w/speakars
*33.I blah 111eed Fax/Madam
,5" SVGI Monitor
,04 ICaV Windows 95 laVboard
*Micrason Campalibla
*Windows 95 lpra-inSlaUadJ

•

$1996

•

Grolier mutumadia eacvclapadia

il Ji . r.fi!J(ffit!J® W<E

To first 10 PC customers••• !!!
Microsoft Compatible Serial !louse............................. $9
Hfgb Speeb 33.tf

S109

I_Keyboards starting at $20 I

OIJrlJ(f}@

O~

[f)f.fto'Y~

~YJ©~

II
/

/Fj~~@fl}rPJ.tl.Jft)&@
~fl>a/Fj@/jJJ

Uaeb SVGA Mor:lf'CoAa
e'CaR'tfng a'C

•

"'\

$130

HP Sure-Stor 40201

$899

•

•

rf[f}(E(E? ! I

i

•

•

Mo•••

--..

f

•

Winter Park, FL 32792

$1699

mo~em

Got a Qaeetioa?

•

BJvd .

9

Wlnd1w195
S99 lCD-R8M VlnllnJ
With an 10111lhe8b-111t1m1 purchase

I•

lst light

University
Blvd .

Winter
Woods

'

All prices, availability, specifications are subject to change without notice. Not responsible for any typographical errors.
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Club Info

For Rent

For Sale

UCF Butokan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense!
Co-Ed beginners classes now
fonning, 8-10 T, Th in Ed Bldg,
MPR room. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Call Mark @
282-5578 for more info,
OPENHOUSEIDEMO 9/3 & 915
at 8:30 P.M .. in the Ed Bldgs
Multi-purpose room (At end of
hallway, left of main gym) Free
Refreshments!! !

Room to rent, house $350 includes
util., washer, dryer, pool, & tennis.
Quiet responsible person. Call 3669391, w(823-0214)

PC Memory and Peripheral Sale
8Mb 2X32 $49, 16 Mb 4X32 $90
8Mb EDO $51, 16 Mb EDO $92
8XCD ROM $98, Custom
systems. VISA &
MASTERCARD, Free home
delivery. Warranty, details call
380-3706

Roommates
Roomate wanted for a 3/2 apart.
on Goldenrod & 50 $200/month
+ 1/3 util. 380-9113

Cream Couch $300/o.b.o.
Cherry Futon $200/o.b.o.
Call 599-0016 For info

)

)

Join us for victory in '96! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Carmen: 823-0526
UCF demos@aol.com

66 VW new paint runs great.
Call 359-1699

t-----------'87 BMW 325 5spd sunrf runs
great 140 kmi $5300 898-7633

DUFFY'S :· ···· ·······
SUBS ~FREE
:

Universit Blvd.

~
~
ro

~

IZJ

vsuBS

679-2448

expires 9/31/96

1

INSURANCE,

.

''Sudents need Health Insurance. Protect
yourselffrom the rising cost of medical
services~ You deserve the hest insurance
that is available to you. We at Blu J\t1urray
will help you acquire that insurance."
A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:

Blu Murray
Insurance Agency

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

505 Maitland Ave., Suite 21 O
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA ·
70727

FREE T-SHIRT

_+ $iOOO

engineering buiding. Found in mid
July. Call 275-5087 to I.D.

Other

oo

$6-$12/HR
Must be Physicellly Fit
(;uaranteed Hours
AM/PM & Graveyard shifts
Great Driving Record a Must
Drug Free/References ·Check
Clean Cut
Must be 19

H !! ,.J

CALL
International
Drive:

351-0054

:

11111

PREVENTION REPORTS
< •, .
Si:mJ · LSJ\SE to:
P & M • 3550 M<:rr.!'!r St.

·i,___

Macon. Ca. 31204

or
Downtown

244-7460

~ · Orlando Women•s Center ~
~
Abortions Up to 23 Weeks
~
Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For
Termination of Pregnancy
Consultaion/Care
lndepth Counseling
Local Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT)
High Tech Sonograms

• 41~1~1!\\I~ • =
=

Catch
This
week's

gaine
1520WTLN

~~*~-

f_::~~~~~
I·~~~
\·

on

WE FIND ANSWERS•

BREAK IS ·OVER

.

1-------------1

of Florida

(407)
332-0909
...

~

WELCOME BACK!!!
Did you spend all your money
this summer and need to make
mor<;J Marketing Co. is .upsizing.
Call 306-9151

Help Wanted: earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience. INFO 1504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307

_*____Vlf!. £ r·,/

• •••••••••••

.

paid to lose Call: 380-2549

Attention all students!!! Grants &
Scholarships Available From
Sponsors! No Repayments, Ever!!!
$$$ Cash For College$$$ For
Info: 1-800-243-2435
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____..
PERSONALIZED
TRADING
CARDS
with photo color quality! Ideal for
Fund Raisers, Clubs & Organizations, All Occasion Invitations,
Sports Teams, Fraternity-Sorority
Events, Family Reunions, Newborn,
B-Day, Wedding And Graduation
Announcements, Holiday Keepsakes, Business Cards & More. Call
(407)672-4626 for great rates.
The only limit is
your imagination!

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
r·
campus organization can raise up to
National Parks Hiring $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/
Positions are now available at
Binghamton N. Y.
VISA application.
National Parks, Forests &
Met
you
Newark Airport Holiday
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Wildlife Preserves. Excellent
Inn
8/23-24.
You coming from
Qualified callers receive
benefits+ bonuses! Call: 1-206Prague-me
foolish
"Bellhop" relator
971-3620 ext. N54182
FREE T-SHIRT
who didn't get your name please call
.... .
Peter 800-445-6298
~
~

when -you buy the same item
at equal or greater value and
two large soft drinks

HEALTH

Wanted 95 people: to lose up to 30
lbs. in 30 days Diet Magic. Get

$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207

Philly
Cheesesteak
or Chicken
Philly

DUFFY'S

10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(1 Mile West of U.C.F.)

•

Memory CPU, motherboard, hard
drive upgrades. 977-0678

Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to Box 624, Olathe,
KS 66051

September 5, 1996

@

6:00pm,

and on
740WINZ

once the

~~4}\\-,.

~~~;;£63:;-[Z-~
~
~~'~

NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

FSU
•

game 1s

over!

Jh~ Centr~I
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All the things to

look forward to
at UCF
Samantha Kates

Staff Writer
Wel1 a hearty welcome back to everyone. I am assuming that after a long,
boring and dreadfully hot summer, we are
all anxious to get back to UCF and to our
old routines of classes and homework. ·
Things here at the Ole' UCF may
not be quite as you left them. There have
been many wonderful (and not so wonderful) improvements to the campus we all
love so much.
In random order, here are the most
noticeable changes and what I think of
them ...
1) The new Computer Center, or
CCIII as its called:
On the outside it looks like a fancier version of the old building ... some new
hyped up mirrors and nice clean white
walkways. However, once you ope~ the
door it looks like some kindergarten students took out their primary color paints
and let loose. The building is half brick,
half tile. The white tile is speckled with
blue, yellow and red. It is the epitome of
tackiness. If UCF is trying to build for the
future, they must assume the future is quite
ugly.
2) The new lane on Libra drive:
(Like we needed an excuse to drive
faster!) Yup, that's right, for those of you who
haven't ventured out to the back of campus,
there are now four lanes instead of two. And
you can feel free to say thanks to those of us
who were here all summer while we were
detoured half way to Daytona just so the
project could be finished.
3) THE NEW STUDENT UNION
OPENED ...
Just kidding. Hey, it's only the 5th
delay. What do you expect? Those construction workers out there work hard ... (picking
up those Taco Bell burritos is hard work.)
4) The President's New House:
Still under construction. You mry
ask, "Why does Dr. Hitt (and whomever may
follow) need such an extravagance like a new
house to livein?"Wel1 ... You don't wantFSU
and UF to show us up do you? Isn;t it bad
enough that they kick our butts in Football?
We have to have a better house.
5) The new swimming pond:
Yup, the old mucky, dirty and leafridden pond we all once knew has been replaced. Now we have a mucky, dirty and leaf
ridden pond painted blue. (Wonder what that
cost us?)
And of course, our old favorites to
come back to:
1) MY personal favorite ... Financial
Aid:

I like this statistic: 45 percent of the
student population is on some sort of Financial
aid and there's two assistants at the office to accommodate us. Gee ... how nice.
2) The cashier's office..
It closes when?
3) IF you are fortunate enough to eat
on campus, you still have the variety of five establishments.All of which probably close around
5. But hey, who wants to eat after 5?
4) Expect to have to retain that "Hey,
are you leaving?" pathetic expression for one
more year. Parking still sucks. And now we have
to pay more for it.
So whatever you refer to UCF as (Under Construction Forever, U Can't Finish) remember that this is where you spend the next
four of five or seven years and that life here is
what you make it.
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How -to spark change, from the inside out
D Maybe we're blaming
the wrong people for the
country's problems.

·', ~.Pete:r · ft4a:Xi;y~/f.,:.
, .· -st~n tot~_~hist_. . ,·, _',. ··:.

);

The politically popular social and
economic changes for the benefit of the environment and the poor are good in their
stated intent. I shall not delve in conspiracy
theories at this time, but rather express the
opinion that the intrusive methods of the
government are ineffective at bringing
about real change.
We hold more power in our own
wallets than all the politicians and bureau~
crats in Washington combined. The capitalist system is intrinsically democratic. We
fail to exercise our power over the corporations that harm our environment and the
poor either because we do not realize that
we have this power, or we do not really
care e~ough to deal with the associated inconveniences. It is not enough to resent
greedy men. We must make alternatives for
ourselves by taking on these corporations
on their own turf, the market place. All this
monex we spend playing the political game
can be used to raise capital,-rally loyal consumers, and build an economic coalition
of companies who put people ahead of
profits, unions competing in the insurance
and health care industry and charities that
can meet and defeat the corporations standing in the way of change.
Market forces are political forces,
and dollars are votes. We make a political
statement every time we buy something. I
think this is what Adam Smith had in mind
when he said that laissez-faire economics
would allow rational, self-interested individuals to raise the wealth of the working
cl<;J.ss automatically, as if by an "Invisible
Hand." The consumers, the people, wield
the invisible hand, and our buying deci-

•

. '·

sions are the force behind it. The main problem with today's economy is that the most
influential self-interested individuals are not
community-interested. The most effective
way to solve this problem is not to try to
force change from the outside, but motivate
change from the inside. Corporations
should go out of business if they do not

We hold more power
in our wallets than all
the politicians and
bureaucrats in
Washington combined.
conform to what the consumers, community-interested individuals, demand of
them. I do not suggest that this should occur by some armed revolution or forced shut
down by the government. It should occur
because community-interested individuals
have taken the time and effort to build businesses that are community-interested, and
take away the market share by the demo-

.: ...._., ·

cratic means of capitalism, our invisible
hand.
The main problem that I have with
socialism is that it is not democratic. A monopoly that does not give the consumers,
the people, alternatives. Socialism effectively amputates the invisible hand. The
invisible hand is OUR tool. Monopolies of
any kind are harmful to the democratic pro.cess. I think that the reason the invisible
hand is perceived as a corporate tool is because their way of doing business currently
has a monopoly on what real alternatives
we have.
Think carefully about what
changes you seek to make from the outside
because they might seem good outwardly,
but may only be a slight variation of what
we have now. Consider how a socialist state
is actually run. Such a state will still have a
class of politicians, bureaucrats, managers
and engineers to run the economy and order society. The people are dependent on
these people to stay true to the ideals of the
"revolution." What happens if the politicians, bureaucrats, managers and engineers
become corrupt and greedy? Now that these
people have total control of the economy
and prohibit competition, what recourse is
left? What alternatives do the people have?
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•In 1995:

•On playing both Tailback
& Fullback:
''I don't mind playing both

Moved to tailback after
redshirting as a receiver the
year before.
Saw action in nine games,
rushed for 215 yards and one
touchdown on 41 carries.
Carried the ball 13 times for a
season-high 77 yards vs
Samford.
Scored his lone touchdown on a
26-yard run in the fourth
quarter on the turf at Hawaii.
Led the Golden Knights with
421 kickoff return yards on 19
returns, averaging 22.2 yards
per carry.
Started slow in the fall after
recovering from a wound
caused by a stray bullet which
went through his lower leg while
near his home in Jacksonville
during the summer.

#24
Sophomore Tailback/
Fullback
•Personal
Undeclared major.
Born January 1, 1976 in
Jacksonville, FL.

positions. I like the opportunities I get to touch the ball. The
only thing I don't like is hitting
all those linebackers. But Donald
[Huzzy] and Kendrick [Moore]
have taught me a lot about the
. position. There's a lot more to it
than I thought"
•Personal Goals:
"The only goal I set for
myself is to help the team wiIL"
•Personal Highlights:
"My touchdown in Hawaii
was a highlight. Also playing with
Marquette Smith. I enjoyed the
times we had."
•Future Goals:
"I really don't have a
dream for the league [NFL]. I'm
just looking to graduate and have
a job that where I can come home
everyday."
·

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday 6-7PM

TJ
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Golden Knights Tackle South Carolina in First True Division I Test
by Tony Mejia
Asst. Sports Editor
After an exciting splash
in the Di vision I-A pool, UCF
encounters the first shark in
their path to prominence. The
South Carolina Gamecocks,
a representative of the SEC,
will give UCF their first true
taste of what Division I is all
about. South Carolina takes
the field for the first time this
season, and they'll be looking to replace a pair of gapillg holes in key positions.
Gone is Steve Tanneyhill, the
long haired quarterback who
started 40 consecutive contests, setting a dozen school
records in the process.

Stepping in to fill
Tarineyhill's shoes is talented
sophomore Anthony Wright,
whose 4.5/40 makes him the
fastest quarterback in school
history. Wright will be the
trigger man in head coach
Brad Scott's wide open, pro
sty le offense. His emergence
will be made easier by talented sophomore wideout
Zola Davis, who returns aftercatching58passesfor911
_yards as a redsh1rt freshman.
The other flanker is tiny
speedster Corey Bridges,
who at 5'6, 166 is a Dave
Meggett-type dynamo.
Coach Scott gained national acclaim by installing a
tremendously effective attack at FSU that centered on

a smart, speedy quarterback, blitzing defensive ends, and
talented receivers, and a solid controlling linebacker trio.
running game. That compo- Two clear areas that UCF
nent will be taken care of by will need to improve on is
senior Duce Staley, who it's secon.dary, which will be
rushedfor736yardsandeight tested every week, and the
touchdowns last year. With offensive line, who will deal
Stanley Pritchett now work- with a South Carolina deing out of the Miami Doi- fense that allowed an averphins backfield, the fullback age of 40 points a game last
duties fall to Jacob Bush, a year. Like UCF, South
Super Prep All-American Carolina's str~ngth lies in it's
from Jacksonville.
linebackers, starting with
Anchoring the explo- Univ_ersity of Florida transsiveoffensewillbethehorses fer Darrin Hambrick. Shane
on the offensive line. Senior Bunham is the defensive
Randy Wheeler returns to coordinator's son, and Benji
anchor the line, while 6'4, Young is a three year letter
303 pound Jamar Nesbit re- winner, but it is Hambrick
turns at the other tackle. The who is expected _to put the
Gamecocksbringalotofmeat pressure on UCF, and proto the table to counter UCF's vide a rude awakening . for

Photos/HUNT

freshman Eddie M~ck, who
will make his first collegiate
start . The secondary Daunte
Culpepper will attempt to
pick a part is led by All-SEC
candidate Ben Washington,
the team's returning tackler.
Sophomore Arturo Freeman
is a potential game breaker,
while cornerbacks Joe

.
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Q & A With South Carolina's Brad Scott

J

In his 1994 debut season as o'..lr football team leading into this
head coach of the South Carolina season. We didn't play well last
Gamecocks, Brad Scott led the South year and our returning players have
Carolina football program to its first decided among themselves that
ever post season bowl victory with they're not going to give anything
a 24-21 win over the West Virginia but great effort out there ... and when
Mountaineers at the Carquest Bowl it comes from within, then I think
in Miami's Joe Robbie Stadium.
you have a chance to improve your
Scott, a former offensive co- football team. So our players have
ordinator of the Florida State Semi- worked hard, but we have a lot of
noles, helped to compile a 44-6 young players that are gonna be
record, which ranked as the most starting for the first time-especially
wins by a Division I-A program at some of our key positions-so I
during the 1990's.
think our football team is still someHe now looks to bring his what of an unknown until after we
winning style to a South Carolina play Saturday.
CFF: How did UCF end up
football program that has never been
considered a power in the South- being the first game on your schedule?
eastern Conference.
BS: Well, it was the first time
Central Florida Future:
Does UCF having already played a in a long time that the Southeastern
game this season factor into the Conference re-worked the conference scheduling and we had previmatch-up this weekend?
Brad Scott: Well, I think it ously started with Georgia followed
definitely does. That was great by Arkansas. So we had two conferscheduling on coach McDowell's ence games back to back-and what
part to have an early game and plus was worse is they were either both
to play it on a Thursday. It's very at home or away-and there was
evidentto me that a team improves- - several schools like that. So there
maybe the most throughout the sea- was some desire within the conferson- between the first and the sec- ence to re-work the schedule to see
ond game because you get a chance if we could get out of having to play
to see how your new players are the first date against a conference
going to react and respond, and then opponent. So we found ourselves
your able to make some corrections with an open playing date and coach
and maybe sure up a few details on McDowell called me a few years
both offense, defense and the kick- ago and just kinda put me on notice
ing game. So yeah, I'd say it works that UCF would be going up to
Division I-A this year and that they
to Central Florida's advantage.
CFF: What have you seen in would-be interested in playing us if
we had any dates come open. So it
your team so far?
just
worked out to be a natural for
BS: I've been real impressed
with the attitude and work habits of both teams. And I think it's good for

UCF FOOTBALL 1996
8/29 WILLIRM 6' MRRY
9/ 7 @ South Carolina
9/14 @New MeHico
9/21 @ Ball State
9/28 @ East Carolina
10/ 5 OPEN
10/12 SRMFORD
10/19 NE LOUISIRNR
10/26 @ Georgia Tech
11 /2 I LL I NO IS STATE
(Homecoming) ~
11 I 9 @ UR-Birmingham

11/16 BOWLING GREEN

w 39-33
7pm
8pm
2pm
4pm
4pm
4pm
lpm
4pm
2pm
4pm

both programs. It's good for us not
having to play a conference opponent and good for UCF because
they have an opportunity to play a
Conference
Southeastern
school...and we're certainly not a
power.in the S.E.C. yet.
CFF: How familiar are you
with Gene McDowell?
BS: Well, we coached together at Florida State, and coach
McDowell was one of my mentors.
I was a graduate assistant and he
was a linebacker coach-and also
in charge of recruiting-and he
kinda took me under his wing you
might say. And even though I
coached on the offensive side of the
footbal Ihe called me up one day and
told me ifl ever wanted to make it in
this business I had to become a
recruiter. I think he was just looking
for some free help (laughs). So I
wanted to recruit...and I became
Gene's assistant. We worked handin-hand for about a year and a half.
I admired him and his work
habits ... he's got a style all his own
and he's a very effective cornmunicator and motivator, and he's agreat
recruiter wl}ich has shown there at
UCF with the kind of players he has
been able to keep home.
CFF: Would you say South
Carolinafootballisseasonedwitha
bit of the FSU style?
BS: Well yeah, I was the offensive coordinator at FSU for the
last four years I was there, so naturally I'm gonna do the things I'm
most comfortable with. But we do
have a rookie quarterback so certainly we have to be careful about

what we try to do. But for the last
two years we've opened it up.
And watching UCF, they too have
some of the same traits in the style
of passing offense. We're not carbon copies, but we're pretry close.
CFF: How has your tailback
Duce Staley been corning along?
BS: Well Duce is a Jr. College transfer and it took him about
five games last year to get cranked
up. But he's an outstanding
runningback who catches the ball
well out of the backfield, which
fits this offense. So I'm looking
for Duce to have a good senior
season.
CFF: What are you expecting out of your team Saturday?
BS: Well, I don't know.
That's kinda the unknown. We're
starting four-first-year starters and
that's my biggest anxiety. We just
don't know. what these youngsters
might do in this opening game.
Cl!'F: Have you had a chance
to view any of the film from UCFvs.
William & Mary?
BS: No, I wish we had the
film, but that wasn't part of the film
exchange. I couldn't talk coach
McDowell into giving me the film
of that game since I had no film to
give him in exchange.
CFF: Do you have any trick
plays up your sleeve?
BS: Oh yeah! You know all
of us that came out under coach
Bowden have a few. Coach Bowden
would disown us all if we didn't
have a few. But we think that's part
of our offense. We put those in on
the first day.

SUNSHINE
-NETWORK
AND
THE UCF
KNIGHTS
PLAY YOUR
GAME.
RA .DIP.
Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowe11 and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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11850 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817
. 407-380-6000
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*Offering Residenial Suites for the Finest in Collegiate Lifestyles
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Strange Magic
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LooK AT ALL You GET!

FflJ1

The real and the imaginary form an unlikely bond in
Norman Jewison's, Bogus, a quiet _tale of little 7-year-old
Albert (Osment). whose mother is killed unexpectedly in a car
accident one night on her way home from a Vegas nightspot where
she puts up a gig as a member of a trendy magic troupe. Forced
to relocate from this showbiz glitz to the blue-collar shanty towns
ofNewark,NewJerseytobewithhisgodmotherHarriet(Goldberg),
the young Osment abandons his mother's traveling sideshow of
friends, a flashy band of rich Bohemians in favor of a will that
sends him straight to Goldberg, a lonely soul with no motherly
skills to speak of. On his flight to the East Coast, Albert takes a
coloring book from a stewardess. What he concocts out of his
crayons in mid-air is Bogus (Depardieu), an oversized yet gentle
Frenchman who dabbles in magic, letting his large frame loom in
scenes where he plays and chats with the precocious boy. The
guidance is evident. It allows Albert to find the strength to come
to terms with his mom's passing.
Jewison, the craftsman who's given us such varied treats as/n
the Heat of the Night, And Justice For All, and . Moonstruck,
attempts another in his long list of genres. His vision of a fable
here, however, inexplicably feels unfinished. This story of orphaned childhood and abandonment has been handled before,
from serious fare to our much smaller, introspective productions
(1994's Second Best with William Hurt). Saturated with bigbudget values in an effort to make the fantasy in Alvin Sargeant's
(Ordinary People) screenplay plausible, Bogus becomes a wildly
uneven story.
Goldberg is trapped in her usual tough-girl, comedy-gal
persona, displaying most of the same stuff she did previously in
Boys on the Side andMade in America. Depardieu'sjolly foray
into the clownish Bogus is often admirable, even in a silly and
unnecessary dance sequence with Goldberg, hip-hopping to a
rendition of~ Ginger and Fred party number. The show really
belongs to Osment. He shows a bit of early talent, but in films
where the point of view is that of a child's, in which meaty
emotional subjects get sugar-coated, merely sprinkled on, as it
does here, tPe feeling in the end when a youngster is supposed to
have come of age and move on in life despite the loss of a loved
one seems unfulfilled and shallow. Like Goldberg's doting
godmother who eats TV dinners from paper plates, who works
long hours in a restaurant supply business, Bogus is all paper and
plastic, a film that aspires to be much more than it is, despite its own
bogus package of fantasy, drama, and comedy.

**
(out of four) Cl hr. SO min. Rated PG.
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link
· YourAlternate.Access To The Internet
Major Brain Food.
(No, that's not his name.)
Visit Web sites alfover the
wprld, then download
amazing factsthrough
your computer and
straight into your head.

CQn't navigate.?

' Tyf}isca,pe Perspnal
Edition Browser

'is FREE.

Don't burn up time
waiting for a
Pegasus terminal.
Our high modemto~us.er

ratio

virtually eliminates
busy signals and ·
gets you into
your Pegasus
e-mail fast.

Get it off your shoulders.
When it's time to seek
professional help,
our help desk support
is FREE.

_Give us a ring today-

1-800-510-1004
Or for more information,
contact the
UCF Computer Store
at 407-823-5603, or any
stude nt organization .

Nice tie. (Notincluded )
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• Complete mu~timedia computer customize for students
• Campus Z-Station® features:
•
•
•
•

Powerful Intel® processor
Large capacity hard drive
Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

• Desktop Systems include Microsoft® Natural® Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse
• Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
• Microsoft Plus!
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton AntiVirus and more

• Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available
• Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

\
\.

~

Processor

Pentium 100 MHz

Hard drive

1.2GB

1.6GB

2.1GB

Monitor

14" (13.2" viewable)

15" (13.7" viewable)

15" (13.7" viewable)

Price

$1799

$2199

$2499

$1899*

$2299

$2599

with LAN card

. Pentium 133 MHz

Pentium 166 MHz

"

-

Experience Campus Z-Station, call:

1-800-811-3452
http://www.zds.com
education@zds.com

,

•
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So where can you
see these guys live?
They will be playing at
THE MILL (Winter
Park) on SEPT. 9TH.
They will be playIng two sets--one from
about 9-10:30, and an-

•

•
•

•

-0th er from 12-? So if it's
getting late you can still
come out and see the
show.
I suggest you catch
both sets. I will. Iffor some
reason you do not make it
out, you can find them on

their homepage- http ://
pegasus.cc. ucf.edu/
-mjp41190/.
If you write to t~e
homepage you can get on
their mailing list and be
informed all subsequent
shows.

Chinese l(ung-Fu Challlpions
Delllonstration Tour

•

September 291 1996 at Spledid China1 Orlando1 5pm

•

A one-show only perfo1111ance
of. the finest Martial Artists in the world!
Featuring: I2 of China's top Kung Fu pract1oners
including Chinese National and Wo1·[d Champions
and Kung Fu ?v\ovie Stars .
Don't 1niss this Dynamic historic eventl.
Student Discount rate $r5.oo
Regular Admission $22.00

•

•
•
•

.
•

For ,M astercard/Visa _o rders or infonnation call
I~ k ~~~\

ril#~\
\\1K it / )
\

·

1994

,,.

"~~§o/
"""~

ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
Part of the
Cosmic Concert Series

I

SHOW SCHEDULE

Fri. & Sat.

The Beatles in 3-D
Laser Metallica in 3-D
Laser Flashback in 3-D
Laser Floyd
Shines on in 3-D

9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 Mid .

Mention UCF's Club Corner
and receive $1.00 off
with student 1.0.

(941)-743-4457

~iii-QE::r~

'

Now playing for a limited
engagement at tbe

Shows and show times subject to change
without notice for mare
information call:

.
h

O

\h~rv,-.,,

~\ '\\:.~

fj,~\:.~

,,~~dqur.r

(407) 896-7151
Directions to the Orlando Science Center:

.,y and tak .,·

46t~g¢6£ou

;!:~~~~

~~s~;~~,W Churefl Sti;eet

·=========-====:.;;~~~~------~
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Go KNIGHTS! .

DAIOl llYllS ADii SllDLER

MASCOTS
Date:
September 10th
Time: 4pm.
Place: UCF Gymnasium
• R f!jlscots will be selected.

Questions. Call Coach Linda Gooch 823-2143•
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BLEU: THE DESIRE TO INSPIRE
by JESSE CERVANTES
Staff writer

Bleu is one of the newest additions to Orlando's ever
expanding local music scene. They are a three piece unit
consisting of Michael Prichard on vocals and guitar, Marcusvocals and bass, and Matt Quinn- drums and percussion.
The band takes influences from bands varying from The
Beatles, U2 and The Cure. They do not have a release in
stores right now. They have been working in the studio for
the last three months and are planning a release by early

next year. They do, however, have a demo tape that I had the
opportunity to hear previous to writing this and I can assure
you the music is very good with melodic guitars and smooth
percussion. They also incorporate some nice vocal harmonies. When writing music, the band says they take an almost
"Michealangelo approach - the song is already there, we
just have to chip away at it until we come up with. what we
imagined it should sound like.".
The members of the band are not new to perfonning
live. Marcus was fonnerly the bassist of Yellow Dye #5 and
Micheal had previous workings as a guitarist with the band

Object. Matt is a transplant from North Carolina, he has i:
played in several bands up north before moving to Orlando
and finding a home with Bleu.
The band really wants to evoke emotion from their audience and to create something that can be felt, not just
play some notes and sing a catchy melody. Says Marcus,
"We mainly want to say (with our music) that if you want ,
to do something, start it now - no matter what it is - instill
in yourself a burning desire to be you and a burning desire
to reach your full capabilities. We want to inspire people
the way we have been inspired by others.".

Saves on calling.cards, too!
Just dial 1-800-COLLECT and use any local calling card.

-. 1-800-COLLECT
It~

®
{

Fast. It~ Easy.·It Saves.
For long-distance calls. Savings vs. interstate 1-800-CALL-ATT basic card rates.

r-----------------------------~-----------------------,

WELCOME BACK UCF STUDENTS

l

from

(

GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS

LIVE

WELL

(

(

TM

I {

Discounts to UCF students with valid student 1.0. all the time

ffitcold, Carbo Force drink or Power Bar with $1 o.lio minimum purchase
ilk it}';;'

., ,,,

.

till September 30 with this ad
Good at these locations only

Alafaya Commons
Corner of Alafaya Trail and E. Coloni~I
Next to Publix
282-7001

K-Mart Center
. 1792 & Lee Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
740-5359

L---------------------------------------~-------------~
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8:00 P.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 115
281-4438

•

.
•

St. Joseph's
CatfwUc Cliurcfi·
•
1501 Alafaya Trail

•

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30-p.m. & 12 p.m.

•

•
•

Clockwise from left: Marcus (vocals, bass), Matt Quinn (drums, percussion), Michael
Prichard (vocals, guitar)-Bleu hopes their music is inspirational to other musicians .

SPEQtAL STUDENT PRtC!E

•

.

.
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•
•

·~i-~1e$~e

se'{'1~.:-.ie~~
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$69

(complete)--$198
l/~~H~g~, '()~gek, ~ -.

v

.

oe''

Queen each piece
Futon with mattress

·
.,,_·_-.

·..

Orthopedic - Full ~ach piece--. $59

•i: ·· '. '

•

•

g~f~

•

··

4 pc. Bedroom Set .

BEDDING MART

- -

9909 E. Colonial Drive
Corner of E. 50 &.Dean Road.

$199

Mon-Fri 10-s sat 10-1
Sun 11-4

249-2649

•

THE FITNESS

•

CONNECTION

•

•

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

$22.50

PER MONTH

Now Featuring our new full lines of
Cybex,~Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 1/2 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
z

.

<(

a:

0

FITNESS
CONNECTION

"T1

0

JJ

(/)

-<
~

~

w

I

Cf)

East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50

•

6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807

658-8000
Mon.-Thurs. Sam-11 pm
Saturday 9am-6pm

•

275-0841

Friday 5am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-5pm

Buy an IBM PC 340 or 350
desktop computer and an
IBM Multimedia Kit. And
you'll get a CD software
package that includes Windows 95, Lotus SmartSuite,
Netscape Navigator, World Book Multimedia
Encyclopedia and the lnfopedia collection of essential

See campus
cQmputer sf Qre
fQr details.

reference software. Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get
Windows 95 and Lotus Smartsuite. You can also take
advantage of special student, faculty and staff financing.
Just call 1-800-4 IBM-LOAN for information. Hurry, visit
your campus computer store
today. After all, no one looks
-.
good in a checkered apron.
=~=

IBM and TllinkPad are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Windows 1s aregistered trademark of Microsoft CorporaU011.
Other company, product or service names may be trademarks or serv1ce marks of others. ©1996 IBM Corp. All rights reserved
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KNIGHT Knews
-Football
MVP honors were handed down for outstanding perfonnances
on both sides of the ball. Sophomore QB Daunte Culpepper received
offensive MVP honors for his 26 of 42 pass completions for 307 yards,
including 3 TDs. Junior defensive end Jameil McWhorter received the
defensive MVP for his 6 tackle (2 for loss), 1 sack perfonnance.
-Volleyball
UCF's three losses at the Shamrock Volleyball Classic marked
the first time the Golden Knights have lost its first three matches of the
season since the 1985 season. All-American candidate Renata
Menchikova was the lone.'Golden Knight to earn a spot on the Classic' s
All-Tournament Team.
-Men's Soccer
Freshman Ari Nurmi tallied his first collegiate hat trick when he
scored three goals in a 12-0 UCF win over Charleston Southern. Nurmi
also added two assists which gave him a total of eight points and tied him
for a school record set by Todd Goodman in 1985.
-Women's Soccer
The UCF women's soccer team kicks off the 1996 season on.
Friday at 4:00 when they host TAAC foe FIU at the UCF soccer field.
Karen Richter returns for her fourth year at the helm after leading the
team to three straight TAAC Championships.
-Cross Country
UCF has relocated its only home cross-country meet scheduled
this season. The meet that was to be held September 13th on UCF' s
campus will be held at the Sperling Sports Complex in Deland, FL. on the
same date.
-Baseball
The University of Tennessee announced Sunday that UCF
associate head coach Mike Maack has accepted an assistant coaching
position with the Vols. Maack goes to UT after eight seasons with UCF.
During his tenure, the Golden Knights were among the nation's leaders in
ERA. During his eight years, 19 pitchers went on to sign professional
contracts.
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Coach Jerry Richardson led the UCF Wuai.en's Bas}\etball team to its fir~t ever NCAA Natiqp.al Tournament berth last season.

